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A new Monte Carlo method termed Comb-like frame Monte Carlo is developed to
simulate the soot dynamics. Detailed stochastic error analysis is provided.
Comb-like frame Monte Carlo is coupled with the gas phase solver Chemkin II to
simulate soot formation in a 1-D premixed burner stabilized flame. The simulated
soot number density, volume fraction, and particle size distribution all agree well
with the measurement available in literature. The origin of the bimodal distribution of particle size distribution is revealed with quantitative proof.
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Introduction

Soot formation is an important and constantly studied aspect of combustion, which has
practical significance in the production of technical carbon as well as in the combustion efficiency
[1] and human health. Among generally three types of numerical methods to solve soot population
dynamics, i. e., direct discretization of the controlling equations, various methods of moments (interpolative, quadrature/direct quadrature [2], Taylor-expansion moment [3, 4] and hybrid closures), and stochastic simulations [5, 6]. Understanding the mechanisms of soot formation is a
long-standing challenge in combustion research. Stochastic simulations can provide very detailed
information on soot morphology, and have the best flexibility to accommodate various physical
models of soot nucleation, coagulation and surface growth. This work develops a new Monte Carlo (MC) method, and adopts special strategies to couple the method with the 1-D premixed flame
code PREMIX [7] to simulate soot formation in a premix burner stabilized flame.
Monte Carlo simulation for soot

The kinetic model of soot formation with detailed chemistry from Appel et al. [2] is used
for the present work. Soot nucleation corresponds to the formation of the first soot particle from
the collision and subsequent coalescence of two polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) dimers.
Condensation corresponds to the deposition of a PAH dimer on the surface of a soot particle. Coagulation corresponds to the collision between two soot particles to form a new particle which has
volume equal to the total volume of the two colliding particles. The soot surface chemical reaction
is modeled through the hydrogen abstraction – carbon addition (HACA) mechanism [8, 9]. Comb––––––––––––––
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like frame Monte Carlo (CFMC) uses operator splitting techniques to solve the soot particle size
distribution evolution equations. Details of the scheme are discussed in [10] in detail. The coupling
between the gas phase solver Chemkin II and CFMC for soot can be described as:
Cgas = Chemkin(Ssoot), Ssoot = CFMC(Cgas),

(1)

where Cgas stands for gas phase concentration, and Ssoot is the consumption of gas species due to
soot formation. This work focuses on a burner stabilized 1-D steady flame. The PREMIX code
[7] in Chemkin II is used to solve the gas phase, which uses a modified Newton's method to
solve the underlying boundary value problem [11]. The Newton's method has to evaluate the Jacobian ∂C gas /∂S soot . However, Ssoot has stochastic fluctuation from the MC simulation. It is
known [12] that Newton's method is very difficult to find the solution of a problem with strong
stochasticity because the Jacobian matrix is very sensitive to the stochastic fluctuation. To overcome this difficulty, two strategies have been implemented. Firstly, Ssoot is averaged over the
values obtained by a number of independent CFMC simulations. Secondly, Ssoot is frozen for
some iteration steps when solving eq. (1) by Newton's method. This freezing strategy makes the
Jacobian evaluation encounter even less stochastic error, and meanwhile saves great amount of
computation, since the time consuming CFMC is called far more less frequently. This strategy
also increases the stability of the Newton's method, because freezing Ssoot greatly decreases the
coupling between the two equations, which is pretty much like a relaxation scheme.
Numerical results and discussion

Figure 1 shows simulation results of the mean and standard deviation (std) of pyrene
consumption rate owing to soot formation in a premixed flame (see next section for the details
of the flame). The mean rates using 1 k and 10 k particles (both over 20 independent simulations) are almost identical, while the rate using 0.1 k particles (over 100 simulations) deviates
slightly. The ratio of std between 1 k and 10 k is very close to the theoretical value 3.162, which
says the stochastic error of MC simulation is proportional to the inverse of the square root of the
particles number. However, the std ratio between 0.1 k and 1 k is nearly two times of the theoretical value 3.162. It is believed that the additional stochastic error comes from the re-sampling
in CFMC. When using larger number of particles, the stochastic error in re-sampling becomes
negligible. So, using 1 k particles is an optimal choice, which needs only around 3 percent computation of 10 k case to reach the same precision for the mean value. Abid et al. [13] measured
the soot PSD in a series of premixed ethylene flames with very high fidelity. The measurement
is a good benchmark to test the ability of CFMC's prediction of soot formation in a flame. The
setting of the simulation is the same as the C2 flame in [13]. Figure 2 shows the profile of soot
volume faction. The solution using the method of moments with interpolative closure [8] is also
added for comparison. Both simulations give comparable results with the measurement. The difference between simulations and measurement is within a factor of 3, which adds additional
proofs to the high precision of the mechanism used [8].
At the early stage, nucleation dominates and the PSD is of uni-modal. Then the PSD
gradually evolves to be of bi-modal. This phenomenon can be explained qualitatively. As revealed by the CFMC simulations, soot particle number density should keep increasing along
the flame owing to nucleation. At a specific height, the number density reaches the maximum,
since after then nucleation rate decreases owing to condensation consumes more and more
PAH. Condensation and surface reaction are usually monotonic function of soot size, which
means that all soot particles of difference size will grow in a similar way. Under this condi-
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Figure 1. The simulated mean and std of pyrene
consumption rate owing to soot formation
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Figure 2. Profiles of soot volume fraction

tion, PSD is of uni-modal, and the peak shifts towards larger size direction as the height increases. On the other hand, coagulation reduces the number density of soot particles, and the
coagulation rate between two particles increases as the size ratio (big to small particles) increases. It implies that small particles will be removed more quickly because they coagulate
with very big particles. Remind that nucleation constantly generates the smallest particles,
then the number of particles slightly larger than the nucleated ones will decrease most sharply.
That is why a trough in PSD appears around 3 nm.
On the other hand, the difference between CFMC and moment method is negligible.
Despite the fact that moment method uses averaged values of soot size and surface area to
model the soot dynamics, it seems to be able to predict well on the volume fraction, compared
to the more delicate CFMC, which takes account of individual soot size and surface area. Figure 3 shows the soot particle number density. Both simulations over predict the number density but catch the trend well. CFMC gives closer result compared to the measurement than the
method of moments. One great virtue of MC methods over methods of moments is that MC
can provide the soot PSD. Figure 4 compares the PSD from CFMC and the measurement.
CFMC correctly predicts the bi-modal PSD at height 0.65 cm. The PSD at other heights also
compares well with the measurement (not shown here).

Figure 3. Profiles of soot number density

Figure 4. PSD at height H = 0.65 cm

Conclusions

A new MC method termed CFMC is developed to simulate soot dynamics. CFMC
uses an operator splitting technique. To achieve high computational efficiency and low sto-
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chastic error, CFMC requires to re-sample the PSD to keep the number of simulation particles
in an appropriate range. CFMC is coupled with the gas phase solver Chemkin II to simulation
soot formation in 1D burner stabilized premixed flame. The coupling is implemented by averaging over a number of independent MC simulations to obtain smooth gas consumption due
to soot formation, and by freezing the consumption for some iterations in the Newton's method when solving the gas phase equations.
The simulated soot number density, volume fraction, and PSD all agrees well with
the measurement available in literature. The reason for the formation of the bi-modal PSD is
also discussed.
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